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JE SUIS
CHARLIE
A note from the editor
As we mourn the writers and cartoonist from Charlie Hedbo, the policemen and the
hostages who were recently murdered in Paris we also want to vilify the people who
committed the atrocity. But instead of using words like Islamist or Muslim you should
replace it with the broader term “extremist”. It’s an important distinction, which every
religion has. To tar 20% of the worlds population with the same brush because of the
actions of a crazy few is in itself crazy. Is religion to blame? It is certainly not blameless and the history of the world bears this out from the crusades, the dark ages, the
inquisition to child molesting Catholic priests.
We also want to stand up for the freedom of speech, which we enjoy in many western countries. To those who say we shouldn’t antagonize certain groups of people
with mockery and satire do not understand why the speech is free. If nobody ever
pointed out what was wrong or stupid with something then you would just be censoring everything.
So on a lighter note if your crazy drunken seasonnaire shit appears in this paper you
should have probably a) not done it in front of all your gossipy co-workers b) not
bragged about it afterwards to all your co-workers.
THE SURGEON GENERAL WARNS
Doing ski seasons can be highly addictive, can seriously damage your sanity, result in a general lack of sleep, makes your arse bigger, increase
the chances of getting a blow job in the skidoo hut outside Kudeta and waking up next to a complete stranger.
All stories contained within are purely fictional and shouldn’t be taken seriously.
Anyone found taking anything too seriously should be held down, given alcohol and violated with the handle of a ski pole.

ASK THE SNOW BEAR

and watch as this grizzly figuartively
sucks the head off a salmon

As we mourn the absence of last seasons snow cougar it’s out
the with provocative pussy and in with 2 tonnes of unqualified
furry advice

Dear Snow Bear,
Its my first season and I'm having the time of my life !
Well until one Tuesday night after leaving the bubble bar with my dream lady ...
She is beautiful she is older/a milf
She is also my Manager !!!
So we left the bubble heading towards french kiss when we stopped just beside le
poubelle (the bin for you non french speakers)
And As any gentleman I proceeded to tit her up on that cold December night ... but i got
too eager and went to slip her a cheeky digit ... aka the finger bang !
When to my surprise she pushed me away I was devastated?!
So snow bear either a 30 something woman doesn't like the pony being fed outdoors or
there's something else down there ?
She hasn't spoke to me since ?!
And Its quiet awkward!
Snow bear please help
Yours hopefully
18 year old 1650
Dear eighteen,
Ok firstly i think its the probably not the latter why she pushed you away .. A a more
mature lady she probably didn't vision her night ending up being fingered by a bin just
before christmas ... and even calling it by its french name doesn't make it any more
romantic !
So
My advice is to apologies to the good lady and cut your losses and next time an older lady
takes you fancy , take he to dinner and try not to get to 3rd base on the way !
Keep it sexy
The Bear ...
if you would like advise from this grumpy old bear write to info@courchevelenquirer.com

SIÂN LEWIS
BSc, MCSP, Dip AP Sports Phys
CALL FOR CONSULTATION OR MASSAGE

06 68 57 00 99

CHRISTOPHER MAHER
BSc, MSCP

THIS SHIT IS CRAY CRAY

Don’t worry your eyes are decieving you. Seen in
Endless winter this isn’t some joke resulting in a salvaged smashed snowboard.This Dual Snowboards
delivers a unique twist to the world of snowboarding
by cutting the traditional snowboard in half along
the waist, giving you a board for each foot. With this
simple move that effectively sees a lunch-tray-like
board strapped to each foot, the company says riders get more freedom to move and conceptualize
new tricks like ninja-like flip-n-kicks, but they'll also
be able to pull off Gore-Tex-ripping splits, nutdemolishing pole wraps and devastating bananapeel falls. Proceed with care.

It turns out Toby(Whitestorm) has quite a thing for
the ladies, especially if their name is Emily. His
girlfriend from last season (Emily No.1) recently
came to visit just after Toby’s short daliance with
Emily no 2. I guess it makes it less likely he will
shout out the wrong name in bed.

PUNTER STORIES BY
DEEP POWDER*
There is a lot of time for thinking on a season- not all our
work is mentally taxing. Whilst
getting really stuck in to a bit of
hoovering or perhaps unblocking a particularly disgusting
sink I like to ponder the big
questions in life. Why do we
dream? Are we alone in the
universe? Is time-travel possible? But the biggest question
of all, the one that blows my
mind time and time again, is;
why do respectable men and
women become morons when
they go on holiday?
I imagine (and they brag about
it) that these men and women
are, for the most part, well
educated professionals. In
Britain they are the people
tasked with performing openheart-surgery, trusted (barely)
with our bank accounts and left
to run companies upon which
the whole economy depends.
Yet once they check in at their
departure airport they becoming dribbling wrecks in desperate need of sustenance and
support.
I swear to God I once saw a
gentleman pouring water all
over the floor when trying to
make himself a cup of tea. He
called the chalet girl over and
said “this mug is broken”. She
smiled, took the mug from his
hand, turned it the right way
up, gave it back to him and
said “try Continued on back page

it now.”

Continued from page 3

This is by no means an isolated incident. The number of
times the handyman has been
called out for bedside lamps
that are not plugged into the
socket. Yes you are in a new
country, yes wireless charging
has been invented, no we don’t
have the same technology with
our f***ing light fixtures which
you know because you
unplugged the lamp in the first
f***ing place you f**ing f***wit.

Human Curling
Jan 13th from 8.30pm at the ice rink in 1850
Free entry for teams of 3 people.
register at the Tourist Office

So do remember this when you
have a guest crying or screaming at you. They can’t help it.
They have regressed to the
mental age of a child about to
start primary school and should
be treated thus. Smile sweetly
at them and if it gets really bad
you could always use their
toothbrush to eradicate those
hard to remove stains…

*For the youngsters. Deep

Throat was a pseudonym created
by Woodward and Bernstein for
their secret source in the Nixon
administration after watergate.
It was later revealed, and confirmed that it was FBI Deputy
Director W. Mark Felt .

TUESDAY 13th BUBBLE BAR, MORIOND
10 EURO ENTRY

